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Government indifference to the
plight of women in countries where
honor killings are practiced, compounds
the fear and isolation felt by all women
who live in cultures where this practice is
favored.32 Their vulnerability is further
compounded by the "almost total
absence of nowhere to hide".33
Amnesty International has urged
the government of Pakistan, and other
states in which honor killing is practiced,
to honor their obligations under
34international law to protect women.
The Amnesty Report proposes that this
should be done by reviewing judicial
practice and criminal laws in these
countries, and making all forms of
domestic violence a criminal offense.35
However, the difficulty that
frequently arises with western proposals
for solutions to foreign human fights
violations that are sanctioned by deep
cultural traditions, is that of the conflict
between those traditions, and western
concepts of justice. All too often, those
who support such traditions will accuse
westerners of imposing their value
systems in an extraterritorial fashion. It is
also frequently argued that westerners
simply lack the cultural sensitivity to
understand cultures that are sharply
different from their own. Given these
sentiments, it is not likely countries
which practice and condone
discriminatory and abusive traditions
against women, will readily enact
criminal legislation to punish the
perpetrators of these human rights
violations, unless the elimination of
discrimination against women becomes a
standard that is universally accepted as
customary international law.
One way to accomplish such a
standard, would be to lobby states and
countries that have not yet ratified the
International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW), to do so, and to encourage
more countries to become ratified parties
to the Convention. Even the United
States has yet to ratify this convention. It
is widely believed that ratification by the
United States would make the
convention an even stronger standard
against discrimination. Many women
around the world have found CEDAW to
be a powerful weapon in the struggle
against discrimination, and some have
even been able to use CEDAW to change
constitutions and national laws, as well
as influence court decisions in their own
countries. 36
Celebrations of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights 50'
Anniversary at the close of 1997,
proclaimed the human fights progress of
women worldwide, while calling
attention to the many obstacles that
remain to be overcome. Additionally, the
momentum of the U.N. Fourth World
Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995
has continued to encourage governments
to fulfill their commitments to take
progressive actions to secure fights for
women. The Conference's call to action
motivated governments to increase
programs and activities focused on
women's human fights. Women's
NGO's around the world led the way in
1997 by taking issues to their
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